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~~~HORSE MUSIC~~~

What is Horse music? Many scholars have spent countless hours studying this question, and so far not one has found A sufficient explanation. Somehow, a specific arrangement of notes invariably calls to mind a perfect mental image of a steed in graceful trot or gallop, or otherwise captures the quietly unassuming yet intelligent gaze of a horse [1]. First domesticated 5,500 years ago in Southern Russia [2], Mankind has long been fascinated by our ungulate friends, with some of the earliest art created being for the purpose of depicting their appearance [3]. Throughout the ages, great artistic and scientific advancements have been made during periods of increase interest in the horse [4]- leading some to conclude that there is some form of psychological blessing granted to those truly in-tune with the horse. This so-called “equine advancement theory” [EAT] can explain the enigmatic simultaneous discovery of ancient technologies [5]. However, mankind has by-and-large fallen out of interest with horses, banishing their study to the realms of antiquity [2]. Yet — The horse may still be a muse to some of the musical geniuses of our time. It is no coincidence that one of the most prominent composers of horse music, Nikolai Kapustin, was born in the very same region where the horse first entered a contract of coexistence with mankind (domestication). Horses themselves have been known to produce music on occasion, however the beauty of their deeply complex and esoteric arrangements are scarcely comprehended by mere human minds. Music theorists have found aspects of serialism, and seemingly random note note orders have been analysed by Fields Medal nominated mathematicians, revealing deeply complex geometric structures to their seemingly naive improvisation. Here are some examples that are commonly agreed by the top scholars in the field to be undeniable examples of Horse Music:

🐎 https://youtu.be/7YhqAfCEh2E
🐎 https://youtu.be/FhXoJKoUuXE
🐎 https://youtu.be/AsANDM1Qe4Y
🐎 https://youtu.be/p9wcqpoos50
🐎 https://youtu.be/c7O91GDWGPU

~~~YOUR TASK~~~

Within this hour, you are tasked with propagating the beauty of horse in compositional form. How you capture the essence is up to you. When you submit your entry, a select panel of equine experts will evaluate their Horsedness. The winning entry will be played to an actual horse *

Good Luck!
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